
Moving on to

the 6th form



I am growing bigger,

getting older and becoming

more independent.



Soon I will be leaving

St Nicholas School.

goodbye St Nicholas



After the summer holidays

I will go to the 6th form

at Canterbury College.

hello 6th Form



The St Nicholas 6th

Form block is within the

main Canterbury College.

This is the main Canterbury College



Most of my class from S5 will be

going to 6th form with me, I will see

some old friends and make some

new friends too!



Louise is the 14-19 Lead. I will

sometimes see her at the 6th form. She

chairs the 6th form council and makes

sure pupil voice and views are heard.



Carrie is always around and she

will make sure I feel happy.

I can talk to Carrie if I feel worried.

Carrie is the head of 6th form.



I will be based in a class with one

teacher but I will be taught by

different teachers for different

subjects, activities and clubs.

Lee Karl Carrie

Simon Kelly Catherine

These are the teachers at 6th Form.



The 6th form teachers are their classes.

Lee Form 1

Karl Form 2

Simon Form 3

Carrie Form 4



Catherine and Form 5 are based at the

main school.

Kelly will be the Forest School teacher, I

may have some time doing outdoor

learning with her.

Catherine

Kelly

St Nicholas

Forest School



My favourite colour is blue.

I really enjoy walking my dog in the countryside and I love

to watch Rugby.

My favourite colour is blue.

I really enjoy football, cricket and gym/exercise especially

using the bike.

My favourite colour is blue.

I enjoy playing golf and cycling (when it's not raining!).

My favourite colour is blue.

My hobbies are swimming, reading, playing football and

cooking. I also used to DJ vinyl in my younger days!

My favourite colour is Yellow (although I have a green classroom!).

I love animals – especially cats.

I really enjoy going for long walks down the beach and going to the gym.

My favourite colour is blue.

My hobby is fishing, I really enjoy how relaxing and

rewarding it can be.



I will be in Form 2

with Karl.

Form 2

Karl



There are lots of teaching assistants to help

me at 6th Form.

Jane Charlotte Jackie

Kerry Amy Sam

Jayne Shannon Jane

Neil Jo Jamie

Alison



Some other staff I may see at 6th

Form:

Emma Gemma Kate

Daniel Lorna college teachers

cleaners maintenance servers



I might choose to join fun activities and

days out such as:

Muddy Wellies gym work experience

shopping swimming forest school

construction mini enterprise food with friends



In 6th form I will be doing

lots of great activities like

cooking, art, PE and trips out!

Cookery Room



Timetable

Everyday I will join my class group

for registration and lessons in the

morning. In the afternoon I will

usually join a different group for

lessons which I've chosen.



I can choose subjects and

activities that I enjoy so that

my timetable suits me!

ICT relaxation music

exercise to music disco beauty

drama science orienteering



Everyday there is a

lunchtime club which I may

like to go to after lunch.



I will have my lunch in the

refectory. I can have a school

dinner or bring a packed lunch.



I will have fun and learn

lots in 6th form at

Canterbury College!


